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Evolve Gold

An accessible 3D simulation of evolution in an ecosystem.

The project will be an accessible interactive 3D simulation of an ecosystem containing 
virtual creatures which evolve based on 3 things:

●Their relationships with the environment.
●Their relationships with the other virtual creatures.
●The relationships between their own characteristics.



  

Report: Write report draft

This draft of the project report will document and Evaluate the work so far it will be about 5000 
words and a draft for the final version.

●Collect together all research and documentation so far.
●Put research into a research document.

Date: 23/03/12



  

Report: Write Report.
This document is will document, evaluate and analyse the entire project including research.

Date: 17/04/12



  

Research: Document all research and work on programming on website (ongoing). 
All programming and research will be documented on the project site. This documentation will 
also be included in the report.

●Keep a log whilst programming which describes progress and problems encountered.
●Upload all research on evolution and other applications to website, these will be static pages, not in posts.

Date: 04/05/12



  

Research: Choose examples of evolution to base the project on.
The project will be based on a particular example of evolution in the wild, research will be done 
to find a good example to use.

●Research nature documentaries textbooks and the web in search for a suitable example of evolution.

Date: 22/01/12



  

Coding: Program 3D environment with a simple level of evolution. 
A 3D environment will be implemented containing evolving virtual organisms. This will be the 
simplest implementation possible in an aim to get everything up and working as early as possible. 
 

●Make the sunlight variable from the environment control the actual 3D light of the program.
●Set up timer which will be used in simulating day and night, weather, climate etc...
●Make plants in environment feed, this will involve a photosynthesis function which uses the light, co2 and water variables from the environment to 
calculate an energy variable.
●Make plants in the environment die, this will involve a function which on the simplest level changes the plant in some way to represent that it's dead.
●Make the plants reproduce, again this will be on the simplest level so one plant copies itself.
●Make animals, these will move and feed on plants.

Date: 13/03/12



  

Plan: Finish draft UML Diagrams.

A class and use case diagram.
Date: 13/03/12



  

Coding: Implement Representation of chosen example of evolution.
A representation of the chosen example of evolution will be written in C++ using 
openFrameworks. Building on the project so far.

Date: 27/03/12



  

Coding: Advance graphics and evolution.
The project will be made to look more aesthetically pleasing and more complexed creatures will 
be built. The ways the creatures evolve will be more complex.

Date: 10/04/12



  

Testing: Test with users and update accordingly.
Some tests of the program will be done with users who will give feedback.

Date: 24/04/12



  

Installation: Present Project
There will be an installation in a university. 

Date: 01/05/12
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